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New Content of Tactical-Technical Requireents for Military Aircrafts in ttie Early
Part of the 21st Century---the Stealth Penetration Ability

Zhang Kao

Beijing institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

SubnmitteJ December 16, 1986

Abstrac t

"This paper demionstrates the importance of stealth pane-
tration ability for future military aircrafts via three areas
such as the inspirations from war, the conclusions of a system
engineering analysis and the threats from anti-stealth tech-
niques, etc. The emphasis of this paper is placed on the anal-
ysis of the new content of tactical-technical requirements for
military aircrafts in the early part of the 21st r.enturyv---the
three categories inclujde in the stealth penetration ability
are. (1) scattering and radiation characteristics of aircrafts;
(2) electronic interference ability of aircrafts; (3) tactical
stealth techniques used by airc,'afts,(('j / .

I, Importance o, Ste Ith Penetiation Ability of Aircrafts

The stealth aircrafts have been deployed in military services in foreign

countries, and their advent has an epoch-making significance which will force the

existing air defense syst.&,,s into making fundamental changes; whi-reas new air de-

fense systems in turn will force the stealth aircrafts to devetop toward still

higher levels, it is. predicted that the early part of the 21st cerntury is the era

when the new air defense systcms will bejin t:) emerge and, it may 1-e isaid that, by

that tirme, aircrafts without stealth penetration ability are e'iti•,'eiy vulnerable,
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I, Inspirations from war

Several local wars fought after the Second World War have made people recog-

nize more and more the important effects of electronic defense techniques in

modern warfares, During the fourth Middle East War in 1973, the Israelis suffered

heavy losses under the attack of Egyptian SA-6 guided missiles and anti-aircraft

guns with radar-commanded sights, since their aircrafts did not use any electronic

defe,;se techniques, Later, the Israelis bought radar interference devices from the

U,S. and installen them on some of their aircraft, and very few of these aircfrafts

have be7en shot cown ever since, The Israelis have learned a lesson from past wars

ýnd utilized various advance equipment to have skillfully waged a successful elec-

tronic war during the Middle East War in 1982, and the Syrian air defense systes

were totally demolished after a very short period of combat, Among which the mini-

type, remote-controlled stealth aircrafts built by the Israelis has broght out-

standing effects into play,

The armed helicopters used by the US. Air Force in the battlefields of Viet-

nam had been repeatedly shot down by the Russian-made SA-7 infrared seek ing

guided missiles ti have caused tremendous losses, Infrared suppression devices

were installed on armed helicopters later on, and consequently the probability of

their being hit by SA-7 had been effectively reduce-,

Experience from wars has showo people that, in the face of various effective

and sensitive searching, tracking and sighting devices, without any stealth pent-

tPati f ability t-,he aircraft.'s surv 1i•a. mt-iliitv is seriously th-,reatened, Conversely,

;s long as a. certain or several stealth counter measures are takeni their survival

ability will be m,;arkedly increased,

2, System, engineer ing analysis

Figure 1 is the results of a syste-m engineering analysis for the relations

between survival ability and stealth technique conducted by a certain American

company, Curve (1) in the figure is the un-reduced radar scattering cross-section,

without using any anti-electronic devices; curve (2) is the reduced rdar scatter-

ing cross-section without using any anti-electronic devices; curve (3) is the re-

duced radar scattering cross-section with anti-electronic devices. This analysis

has convincingly illustrated the influence of stealth penetration ability on the
27
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Fig. 1 Relations between stealth penetration ability and
survival ability,
Key: (1) Loss rate; (2) Penetration distance (::xO00 n mile)

survival ability, If the radar scattering cross-section reduction technique is

combined with anti-electronic technique and applied b, one airplane, then this

airplane is capable of obtaining safe penetration of a defense line throughout the

entire flight,

:3, Threats from,, anti-stealth techniques

Just like stealth techniques, the anti-stealth techniques also come in all

different types, Take the radar wave anti-stealth technique for example, it is

currently taking on various areas such as new radar system-,s and new test theories

in the domains of air, frequency, time and polarization to expand the amount ,o)f

signals to be tested and raise the sensitivity and anti-interference ability, etc,

It ntay be prdJicted that, after another 10-15 years of development in anti-stealth

techniques, the new generation of radar may very possibly make the first genera-

tion stealth aircrafts lose their stealth penetration ability, By that timfe, there

wili U& al Lt , J.11 t Lhe•qualty of rc,"". ,1.$rt -nn infrared ,detection and vari-

,ous acoustic and optical rentote-sensing detection system , it is only natural that

the struggle between stealth and anti-stealth techniques will be carried on one

generation after another, Just as scholars and experts in forelgn countries have

pointed out that: before the 80's, the. aircraft designer's efforts had always been

steered btward the direction of continuous perfection in aerodynamics and cnnti.-

nuous increase in structural efficiency; whereas a new direction requiring efforts

has been added after the 3D's: the continuous decrease in aircraft radar scattering

cross-section, Therefore, faced with constant increase in the detection ability of

various remi:ote-sensing detection systei.s, if the aircraft designers do not try to

increase the air,:raft's stealith penetration ability by surmirinoning all available

teuhbiques, the survival ability :,f aircraft will be severely darmaged,
:3



II, The Primary Contents and Measures of the Stealth Techniques

The contents of the stealth techniques primarily include the following four

categories:

I . Infrared-ray stealth techniques: (I) blocking radiation source; (2) adding

additives in fuel t, change the infrared frequency band; (3) injecting infrared

absorbent into the exhaust flames; (4) installing in',rared suppression device at

the jet no,_les; (5) adopting twin-nozzle; (6) employing infrared interference

devices,

2, Radar wave stealth techniques:, (I) technique for reducing radar scattering

cross-section: (a) contour technique; (b) material technique; (c) resistance-bearing

technique; (d) low scattering cross-section on-board radar antenna technique; (2)
electronic interference t~echniques (with source, without source and radar bait); (:3)

tactical stealth techniques,

3. Visible light stealth techniques,

4. Sound wave stealth techniques.

Since the threats to existing military aircrafts primarily come from radar

detection devices and infrared detection devices, consequently the present research

in stealth techniques in foreign countries mainly concentrates on the first two

categories, The investment in radar wave stealth techniques_ by the U.S, has

exce":ed 30 billion lollars, and the investment in long-range stealth bomber ATB

alone has exceied 7,S billion dollars with r,,ore than 5,000 technical personnel

asser-ible-l for rian p,•e.

For visible light stealth techniques, the ancient but effective simulated -

background camouflage coating metho-d is still in used, The new scope for research

is to rmake tU-e brightness of coating changes automatically with the brightness of

background,

The primary content of sound wave stealth techniques is to build super-low

noise power equipment, and the U.S, has already enterc- the functional stage,
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For infrared-ray stealth techniques, adopting the twin-nozzle is a very ef-

fective measure, It can decrease the intensity of source radiation directly behind

the nozzles by 90% (see Fig, 2 and Fig, 3), It can also be seen frorm Fig, 3 that

the device tracking range of twin-nozzle n•dier infrared seeking decreases markedly

compared to that of the axially syrmetrical nozzle, The US attack aircraft A-B)

(see FiW,4) adopted the aerodynamic configurations of back-carrying engines. This

kind of aerodynamric configurations can effectively reduce the infrared tracking

range, drawing support from blockage of flame radiation by fuselage, horizontal and

vertical tail fins, The U,S, high-altitude unrmanned aircraft AQM-34N(H) had been

using the flam,,e infrared absorbent, The infrared suppression device mentioned

earlier has currently become tte standard component for the US arimed helicopter,

The US. has installed infrared interference devices (includiing infrared bait) on F-

4 and some of the other military aircrafts,

For radar wave stealth techniques, the thecretical research in resistance-

bearing technique in foreign countries has been conducted for a longer period;

currently, however, there has not. been any report on its actual application.

possibly due to security reason, The On-board radar antenna is a strong scattering

source and the problaf, of either reducing or shielding this scattering source has

become a very important subject with a high degree of difficulty,

Fig, 2 Double-throat type twin-nozzle
Key, () Propulsion in Aiirect.ion-changing state;
(2) Couriter-propulsion state
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Fig,. Infrard Radiation Characteristics of
the double-throat type twin-nozzle
Key: (1) Double-throat type twiin-nozle;
(2) Axially symmetrical nozzle,

IP

Fig, 4 A-10 attack aircraft

The p•rimary contents (or measures) of conto:-ur technique for reducing radar

wave scattering cross-section can be sumrmarnizedi as follows: eliminate contour cor,-

bination which causes the generation of angular reflector effect; change backward

scattering to non-backward scattering; sbsititute mirror reflection with peripher-

al diffraction; substitute curved contour with flat cont•ur; decrease number of

scattering sources; reduce t-,e size of aircraft; and use a certain component tb

block ano,thmer component, etc, Refer tD Reference Fl.1] for the associated measures

and aprlications descr'ibed above, The contWur technique possesses a great. poten-

tial, It can reduce, under the premise of ncot obtaining significant breakthrough in

aer,-,dynar-'iics and power equipment, the radar scattering cr.oss-sect.ion of fmilitary

aircrafts by 75-9%)'; wher'eas under tre premise of o:btaining significant break-

thrcugh in aerdynam ics ani power equipment, it can reduce ttWie radar scattering

cross-section by 90-99%, Combining contour technique with material technique and
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material technique and on-board antenna technique can reduce the radar scattering

cross-section of military aircrafts by 99-99,9% or even more,

Material technique may not be interpretei as consisting only of the manufac-

turing of high performance microwave absorbing material; rather, among which the

research in material applications (including wave-absorption and ,)ave-transparent,

electrically conductve material) also occupies an important position, People often

ignore such a fact: for tuome components or sections, combining contcur technique

and using electrically conductive material can reduce more radar scattering cross-

section than using wave-transparent or wave-absorption material, The study Of

material application is exactly for solving problems such as at what section, com-

bining with what contours and using what material will enable the aircraft to

effectively reduce its radar scattering cross-section, The example in Figs con-

vinringly proves the above point, The structural type wave-absorption material has

been successfully applied on stealth aircraft in foreign country, Local zapplication

of coat-cover type wave-absorption rtaterial (coating adhesive film) on stealth

aircraft in foreign countries has already displayed its unique advantage, but large

area application has not been realized, Mainly because this kind of material still

has se,,ious shortcomings such as large specific gravity; coating layer too thick:;

and working frejue;cy band not wide enough, etc, But it is being rapidly improved,

(L) - ..&

(2))

(m3)w sa(J ).

Fig, 5 Application of material technique on B-lB bomber
Key: (1) Wind shield uidergoes fumigation-plating with electricallly
conductive material; (22) Bottom frame of the front radar dorie is tilt-
fo,,,:unt.ed with wave-absor ti:ion material auded; (3) Flow-reulating wrap-
per uses wave-absorption material; (4) Air-intake uses wave-absorptio'n
material; (5) F:low-rejulating wrapper at wing root uses wave-absorption
material; (6) Bottom frame of the rear radar ,dom,,e is tilt-mounte& with
wave-absorption miaterial a,JdeJ; (7) Wave-absorption rmaterial is used
for surface wave control,
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Electronic interference technique has been successfully employed for several
decades; however, the radar scattering cross-section of aircraft itself must be

markedly reduced in order for this technique to bring ita effects into play more

effectively,

Tactical stealtf, techniques include many contents, but its basic implicaticon

is to draw support from a set of electronic device to contro:,l the flight path of

an aircraft in order to evade the effective detection 6lirection of radar a'itenna or

rmake its weaker scattering direction aim at the radar antenna, Since a set of per-'

fect electronic device is the key to assuring tactical stealth penetrati-on, the

tactical stealth penetration, therefore, may also be sunmmfed up into the confron- I
tation of electronic techniques,

There are strong and weak points in any k id of stealth penetration tech-

nique, Only by organically comr,'bining various techniques---ppropagating the stroig

ones while discarding the weak ones to make one technique the effective utilizing

and creating condition of another technique,,, can high performance stealth aircrafts

be manufactured,

III, Contents and Index:es for E'<pressin,_ Stealth, Penetration Ability in Tactical
Technique Requirem ents

The remote-sensing detection system,,s currently faced by aircraft. mainly come

in four categories, i,e, radar detection systeai, infrared detection system,; optical

detection system and acoustic detection system, Judgei by their development, the

conteats of these four categories will be gradually enriched and their implications
will also be drastically changed with detection systes combinng two or several

theories starting to, appear, The so-called "stealth penetration ability" means the

ability of an aircraft bt conceal its flight under the operation of various remote- t.

sensing systerms described ab,-:ve, Currently or during a period from'; today, the

stealth penetration ability in the tactical technique requirer,,ents will mainly (or

at. least) iinclude the ability to conceal flight against the former two detection

sy'ster•is,

The stealth penetration ability can be materialized thro,-',Lh the following

con, tents in three categories:

1 :Scattering characteristics and radiation characteristics of aircraft
8



(I) Electromagnetic scattering characteristics of aircraft. For radars, we
call the intensity of electromagnetic tcattering generatei along the direction of
radar reception antenna by aircraft under the irradiation of radar wave the "radar

scattering cross-section", and its unit is m2 or dBm2 c63. The nnerical value of

the radar scattering cross-section of an aircraft displayed in different radar

irradiation directions (or called the angle of posture, i,e, the angles # and G in

Fig, 6) change drastically, Fig, 7 is the electronmagnetic scattering characteristic

curves plotted using the average value taken from the drastically changing radar

scattering cross-sections within a range of every 5 degrees, Other than irradiation

direction, the magnitude o:-f radar scattering cross-section is also determined by

the contour, size and structure of the aircraft as well as the wavelength and

polarization pattern of the radar wavem8 , If we calculate or test the curves of

radar scattering cross-section which change with the angle of direction 0 and

angle of pitch 0 corresponding to, several primary wavelengths and polarization

patterns di-hcussed which may be encountered by an aircraft, then the electro-

mtagnetic scattering craracteristics of this aircraft are thus fully expresse'd, This

is one of the tactical technique indexes which a new aircraft should possess when

undergoing scheme evaluations, However, these steps can not be carried out before

the design drawings are completed. Therefore, only the nurnev-ical values of radar

scattering cross-section on a few critical angles of posture in the tactical tech-

nique requirements proposed for an aircraft which is about to be designed need to

be limiteJ, And yet these numerical values of radar scattering croas-section must

correspond to the radar types (operating systets, wavelength and polarization

pattern) that may be encountered by the said aircraft, For example, long-distance

penetration is not considered for a short-range fighter; rather, the main consider-

ation is the threats from on-t.b.,ard or on-r issile radart Iuriing ai-r combat cn.i-

tions, Therefore, it is required to first predict the operating systems (single-

station or multi-station, with or without downward vision, etc,) of th-is kind of

radar on the eneriy's side, then determine t,- what degree must the radar scattering

* cross-section be limiteJ within what range of angle of posture, Another example,

* except for co,,nsidering the enemy's radars encountered during air combat for a

long-range bomber, fzcto: £ such as loing-range warning radar, guidance radar, and

gun -3ight radar, etc, that may bE encountered during loiig-distance penetration

proress rust. also be considered, The primary range of angle of posture to which

* attention must be paid and the ,egrs: to which radar scattering cross-section must

e lir',iteJ are dEterr,,ined based on these subjects,
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Table 1 Direct front radar scattering cross-section c

140' ' (110- I A. 7 P1", 8 )PW-4n ()
(2)0IN _!M Rj•*tR*u zMhL- a * l, 3eas1, usa*M. It* (10)

S' 100 1"01 'L < 0 . 1  1-2 0,5 0.1

Key: (M) Name of Aircraft; (2) Type; (3) Long-rawge bomber; (.4) Same as (3); (5)
Same as (3); (:6) Same as (3); (7) Fighter; (8) Unmanned strategic reconnaissance
drone; (9) Exocet; (10) Anti-ship guided missile,

Table 2 Predicted direct front radar scattering cross-section a for military
aircrafts in the early part of the 21st century

0 (.2) (3)'t*X21 1tZJ4W M'117 HE tM~Th iia MUN q (7)(1)(?( ())(()

o(iI) lO.OS',-OA 0.0I-,O.O5 0.00i--.01 0.011"4.001-000 O.OO-0.01 0.001-0.01

Key: Type of Aircraft; (2) Long-range bomber; (3) Fighter; (4) Unmanned strategic
reconnaissance d'one;(S) Unmanned tactical reconnaossance drone;(6) Cruise missile;
(7) Anti-ship or air-to-surface guided missile,

(2) Infrared radiation characteristics of aircrafts

The engine exhaust flame is the main infrared radiation sorce of an aircraft,

For infrared detection systemi,, one of the aspects of stealth penetration ability of

an aircraft within the tactical technique r•quirements can be expressed as the in-

tensity oW infrared radiation around the engine exhaust flame along the reraption

direction of the infrared seeking device, Its implication is the infrared radiation

power within an unit solid angle and its dimention is watt/solid radian, Fig, 8

shows the infrared radiation characteristics within a horizontal plane, Generally,

the infrared radiation characteristic curves behind an aircraft are not symmetrical

to the aircraft axis and therefore, the infrared characteristic curves within a

vertical plane are still required,

Certain parts of the structural surface of some of the transonic and super-

sonic aircrafts also constitute the tracked radiation sources for infrared seeking

devices due to aerodynamic heating, and the infrared radiation characteristic

curves for this kind of sources should also be given,

-i
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Fig. S- Infrared radiation characteristics of a certain jet plane
Key: (I) Flight direction; (2) Maxirum radiation intensity,

A complete set of infrared radiation characteristic curves are one of th-e

indispensable tactical tzchniqu• ide•x.es for scheme evaluation of a new aircraft,

In the tactical technique requirements proposed before starting the design of a new

aircraft, at least the maxinimum intensity of infrared radiation not exceeding how

many W/sr in several critical directions of the aircraft (these directions must

predict the attackable directions of a target by infrared seeking weapons when the

new aircraft is dc-loyed) and in several wave sections sensitive to infrared sek

ing devices must be clearly specified.

2, Electronic interference ability

Just by reducing the radar scattering cross-section of an aircraft can not

-ally guarantee the aircraft's not being discovered under all conditions, especial-

ly when the aircraft is very close to the radar, At such time, the aircraft's anti-

detection and anti-tracking umust still draw support from electronic interference

devices or tactical stealth techniques, Within a specific range, source interference

and tin-strip interference can effectively conceal the aircraft in the interference

crossed wave bt ri,'ake enemy's radar lose detection or tracking ability, Fig. 9 shows

the changes in scattering power Pý, which is scattered back from an aircraft fuse-

lage and received by a radar, and the interference power P' received with the dis-

tance R between aircraft and radar when the radar is irradiating at the aircraft

while the said aircraft is transmitting interference signals simultaneously, Since

Pr is reversely proportional t:- R4 and yet FP, is reversely proportional to R2 the

two curves intersect at one point under specific conditions, The distance Rk.....

coirresponding to the intersecting point is called tburn-throui.h distance", It can
12



(3)

1600

(1)(

A.(.. (45) R

Fi,. 9 Signal burn-through distance

Key: (1) Radar reception power P; (22) Inter-ference
power" Pj r~eceived; Q:) Scatterin~g po--wer F' r eceived

(4) Signal burn-through; (5) Distance,

be seen from, Fig. 9 that anuwhere within t;' range of R>Rt.-,_ F'j'P, and the

interference is successful; whereas within tCre ranme cf R<Rburm, Pr'>F'j and the

scattering signals of th-e aircraft can "pass-through " tha interference signals and

thus be detected, So, aircraft designer should find wa#'B b rc-luce Rt, as much as

possible in order to obtain sufficient concealed pe'Et.at'.,m", distance, It is known

from Reference ['0 that

Rfir PGa 0°+

where P•_ and Pj are radar and inteirference machine oupput puwer r'espectively;

G and G5 aire radar' and interference machine antenn.-:', ocwer gain respectively;

T is the radar scattering cross-section ,:f aircraft ilonjg thc. direction of iI
being irradiated,ý

It. can be seen from equation (0) t.hat there are two wzys to increase stealth

penetiration distance (i.e, reduce Rt.,.,,): that is, reducin• -e .- kdar scattering

cross-section; increase the interference machine power, Befo,< the advent of the

"T he condition for using this equatioin is: aircraf .; itt, interfereivr_', machine and

radar are both at a high altitude quite distant fr,ri the '. (':, sea surface),

or the radar antenna employs a large angle of ele'ation tc.- ,'v•ijte at the tairget.

The e&quation is provided only for qualitative analysis purpo,-t, a,,i thus r ay not, be

restricted by this condition,

1:3



stealth airplanes (low radar scattering cross-section), Pi is increased solely by

compressing Rburn, and thus increases in weight and volume of interference machine

unacceptable to the aircraft designer are often resulted. Whereas now with the

application of radar scattering cross-section reduction technique, this electronic

interference technique which is difficult to continue to develop has found a new

vitality. It may be seen from equation (1) that when a is reduced by the tens and

hundreds times, the interference machine power Pi required to guarantee the same

Rbrn will also be reduced by the tens and hundreds times,

It must also be noted that regardless of whether starting with reducing radar

scattering cross-section of the aircraft or proceeding from increasing power of.

the interference machine in order to compress Rburn will invariably cause the ex-

pense of aircraft's full life period t, rise and weight to increase, However, the

magnitude of increase in weight caused by the two is different, and the increase in

expense during the full life period occurs in different stages, Therefore, a full-

scale weighing of the advantages and disadvantages is one task the designer of new

aircraft can not ignore,

There also exists problem, s similar to those mentioned above between adopting

tin-strip interference and radar bait devices and employing the radar 'scattering

cross-section reduction technique. Therefore, in order to make an aircraft possess

a specific stealth penetration ability the aircraft designer should derive reason-

able answers from system analysis for the reduction indexes of radar scattering

cross-section and the type, functions and power of electronic interference devices

and specify twef, in the tactical tedhnique rquireentLs.

3, Tactical stealth techniques

Measures such as evading detection and tracking of enemy radar through ap-

propriate flight cross-section designed for aircraft beforehand or self-adapting

change of aircraft flight path during flight may be callod the tactical stealth

techniques, Sufficient. attention should be given to cover the following three cate-

gories of tactical stealth technique in the tactical technique require,,entts.

(1) Conduct stealth penetration, by taking advanitage of the radar vision-
distance blind r~jion

14
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The ability of radar wave diffracting along the earth cur-.ature in general is

relatively weaker, and therefore, if this kind of diffraction is omitted as an ap-

porximate estimation, the fartherest distance a radar can see on the curved earth

surface is limiteC by the "radar vision distance", The radar visi-.,n distance may be

calcualt•e using the following formaula

Rh 4~J~+~)(2)
where h, and ht are the radar antenna height and altituie of riadar target re-

spectively, and ao=8493km which is the effective earth radius adoptad for the con-

sideration of atmospheric refraction,

AssuLie the height of a radar antenna, h.=2Om, For flying targets at different

altitoie h,., the fartherest distance Ri, capable of being detected by the said rzadar

(assuage it has sufficient irradiation power) is as shown in Tabli 3,

Table .3 Radar vision distance for target at different altituoe

aI 0('0i I (°OOMM 00o10o 1 50130 10 1 5 I3
3&(kin!) 401 431 1 143 60 41 41 1 21 22 26

Owing to the renmarkable effects of this tactical stealth technique, currently

the m,•ost advanced stealth airplanes and cruise missiles in foreiqh countries also

employ the super.-low altitude penetration technique in additv.J, to having ;n

-xtrively low radar scattering cross-section, For this, they are all euipped witt.

accurate terrain r,-,atching devices, The se&tý,p fily-i . . .I . . s f th ',.tj- -

ship guided rfiissiles, such as the French 'Exocet", can be rnanev-eereo 3,m to 7;'u

based on difference in the height of sea surface, One of its purp.Jses is also to

compress the vision distance of enerAy shin radar,

Currently the rise of radar with transcending vision distan(,..- (eImploying the

reflection o•f trie ionsphere bt detect targets beyond vision distance), the applica-

tion of airborn advance warning aircraft and the emergence of fighters with- down-

ward vision and firing ability have presented a great thraat to ifinimu, altitude

f].ying, Judged by the entire ai: defense systcm-,, however, long-range penetration of

aircraft must deal with the densely depl,-,yeo and r,tore nutierous land-based radars

along the seacoast and borders, Therefore, i ,inii-rimi altit.ude penetratio,-_n will still
i5



possess an important significance within a rather long period of time in the

days to come, But there are different points of view in this respect which be-

lizve that entering the 21st century long-range combat airplanes will be forced

to switch to maximum altitude penetration.

(2) Employing sea surface or ground surface crossed-wave interference to

conduct minimum altitude penetration

If just the blind region of radar vision distance is employed to conduct

stealth penetration, the aircraft is only able to get to 26km from the radar at

most before it is exposed within the radar vision distance even if the flying

altitude is lowered to 3m (see TAble 3), For short-range attack-type aircrafts

such as anti-ship guided missile, 26krf, of exposed flight is more titan adequate

to make the anti-ship guided missila abort in the face of the ship's anti-

missile system with a reaction time of less than 10 seconds, Therefore, this

type of aircraft must still rely on sea surfave (or ground surface) crossed-

wave interference to conduct stealth flight which will be able to get even

closer to the radar, When an aircraft flies close to the ground surface or Sea

surface,. as long as the wave petal of radar can irradiate at part of the air-

craft and the ground surface (or sea surface) simultaneously, and the aircraft

and the irradiated ground surface (or sea surface) are located at the same

distanc from the radar antenna, then the signals received by the radar receiver

will include crossed-wave type return wavei of ground surface (or sea surface)

in addition to the return wave of aircraft, Under normal conditions, the power

of r•ossced-wave type return wave is much larger than the power of radar re-

ceiver noise, Useful signals f.rom, the target are interferred by this kind of

crossed-wave signals thereby reducing radar's di ;covery probability, At this

time, the factor that determines radar's discovery probability is no longer the

signal/noise ratio, but the much smaller signal/crossed-wave ratio s/c:

s/c = TF 4 /r°Reh(c¶/2)sec# (3)

whe'e: 't, is the radar scattering cross-section of target; F is the propagation

factoy' of the radar antenna directional diagram which may be calculated using

method in Chapter 6 of Reference E 11; R is the distance from the area center of

16



irradiated sea surface (or ground surface) to the rddar antenna (i.e, distance

from target to antenna); eh is the horizontal width o, the radar wave petal

(measures by rad); c is the propagation speed of electromagnetic wave; r is the

radar impulse width (measured by second); 4 1s the angle between the ray aiming

at the area center of irradiated surface and the irradiated surface generally

referred as the "incident supplementary angle", and it may be obtainea from

geometric relations; TO is the crossed-wave return wave coefficient and may be

looked up from Reference £1] after the radar operating frequency, polarization

pattern, sea surface conditions and incident supplementary angle are known,

After s/c is obtained from formula (3), the discovery probability P6 may

be looked up from Fig, 11.2-4 in Reference [2) based on radar false alarm

probability Pr. and impulse accumulation number N,

The smaller the s/c determined by formula (3) is, the smaller the air-

craft's probability of being discovered, PF, is, The only factor reflecting the

flying altitude in formula (3) is the propagation factor F of the directional

diagram, and within a sufficiently low altitude the lower the aircraft altitude

is, the smaller F is and the smaller s/c is; and consequently the smaller the

probability of being discovered is, Table 4 gives the calculated probability of

being discovered of guided missiles such as the "Exocet" at different locations

within sea surface crossed-wave interference region under the action of ship-

carried low altitude searching radar SPS-:39 (short-distance type), See Refer-

ence rS] for the primary parameters of SPS:-3F:9 (short-distance type) radar, The

direct front radar scattering croxb-Sectiofn, of guide misiles. sur - t1he

"Exocet" is calculated based upon OIm2 under standard sea surface conditions:

wave height hi/, = 1,2m and wind speed is 22 - 23km/hour, ao in formula (3)

takes the overall effects of tail winds, head winds and side winds into consi-
• ~derat ion,

It can be seen from Table A that the guided missile's probability of being

discovered drops rapidly as the seatcp altitude drops, When thc seatop altitude

,drops to 3m, the probability of being discovered of guided rmissiles such as the

"Exocet" can be smaller than 50%, It may be considered in a stealth penetration

state at this time until penetrating to 6,1ka, from the target. Therefore, the

seatop altitude 'of the "Exocet" is set at :B3,,*-7m based on different sea surface

co~nditions, 1
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Table 4 Probability of being discovered,
Fa, at different seatop altitudes for
guided missiles such as the "Exocet"

(2) agsMSIG-Pd 96.2X 9l.$X 13.W• 72M

(3) SSMPd GI -24 ... 3M] -

(4) , s mPd 4sx 0.2% 57 42X

•.* --- Iwutlllb~sBW3[.

Key: (1) Distance of guide, missile from ship being
attacked ('km)*; (2) Pd at seatop altitude of lOm;
(3) Pd at seatop altitude of Sm; (4) Pd at Leatop
altitude of 3m,
`--also the distance of guided missile from radar antenna.

Moving-target displaying radar presents a great. threat to such stealth

penetration as using the background crossed wave interference, for it is capa-

ble of separating moving targets from stationary backgrounds, This requires

that the radar scattering cross-section of aircraft be further reduced by a

large magnitude,

(3) Self-adapting evasion ability

The distribution of aircr'aft's radar scattering cross-section along dif-

ferent direction is extremely uneven, As shown in Fig, 7(a), if this aircraft

ermplocys a direction of 0=150 (or 345°) along an equi-directional angle curve to

approach rather than using its direct front (0=00) to point at the enemy air-

craft, then it basically employs a radar scattering cross-section of -8,7dEr 2

(i.e. O,1:3rO) to aim at enemy aircraft's radar during the approach process

instead of using the -:3dei,'2 (ie. 0.5m2 ) to point at the enemy aircraft's

radar, 0,1:3r,,2 is only 26% of OSr,;2 , In other words, the detection distance of

enemy aircraft's radar can be compressed by 71%.

If an aircraft encounters the enemy aircraft while employing the i.nter-

crossing flight direction in the air and does not intend to engage in combat,

then this aircraft had better avoid cutting across the irradiating direction of

ener,,y aircraft's radar in a direction about #=900 (or 270°), Because in this

irradiation direction the radar scattering cross-section of aidrcrafts in gener-

al can be 20-30dB (I00-1000 tir, es) higher than those of the nearby directions,
IP



Under this condition (take the aircraft in Fig, 7(a) as an example), the air-

craft may use a directional angle of 0=450-70O aimed at the irradiation direc-

tion of enemy aircraft's radar to perform a curved outflank maneuver, ano then

make a sudden, sharp turn while aiming at the irradiation direction of enemy

aircraft's radar with a directional angle of 0=120o-140o to depart quickly,

This measure is capable of evading_ the peak scattering cross-section of lGdBm2

(i,e. 39.8m2 ) while only exposing about -SdBm 2 (i,e, 0.32rj2 ), thereby reducing

the action distance of enemy aircraft's radar by 30% and achieving the task of

not being discovered by enemy aircraft,

In order to achieve the aforementioned self-adapting mobile maneuver for

evading high scattering cross-section, the aircraft roust be equipped with a set

of electronic equipment which is capable of automatically detecting the ir-

radiation direction and distance of enemy aircraft's radar, while making this

set of equipment combine with the driving control system of the aircraft, Thus,

the aircraft will obtain the self-adapting evasion ability, and generally thi's

electronic equipment can be combined with the reconnaissance equipment in the

interference system to form a complete set of device,

The three kinds of tactical stealth technique mentioned above can only be

achieved through a set of advanced electronic equipment, The tactical stealth

techniques employed, the technique indexes to be achieved and the corresponding

electronic equipment should be clearly specified when the aircraft designer is

drafting up the tactical technique requirements.

In conclusion, among the three categories which reflect the stealth pene-

tration ability the ones that are most closely related to aircraft designer and

are fundamentally significant are the scattering characteristics and radiation

characteristics of aircraft, whereas the electronic interference ability and

tactical stealth penetration ability are more related to the design and re-

search of aeronautic electronic equipment,

This paper was reviewed by Professor Zhang Xichuen, and the auther hereby

expresses his thanks,
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Abstract

This paper gives a comprehensive introduction and review
of various models for predicting fatigue crack growth uander
spetrois loadings,

The basic principles, characteristic parameters,
governing equations and strong and weak points of rep:,re-
sentative load interaction models presenteJ by scholars both
here and abroad in over ten years are tabulated for compari-
son, In addition, the selective principles, computation accu-
racy and cost-effectiveness of the mviodels are discussed.

I, Forewords

In the design of darfmage tolerance fo:,r aircraft structure, the pattern of crack

growth under comple:x spectruv loading must be first predicted whether estimating

the- structurla service life of determining maitenance cycle,

The i,-jdhi-,i an aircraft si ect t is r -.an-,c rnm, momlex.: and constantly changing

and the conditions under variable loadin,_ are rfucn more complicated thain constant

l.:'ading, The interactions between loadings exert very grave influences o-n the rate

of crack growth, and they primarily show up in:

(a) the slow down of rate of crack growth caused by tensile overloading, and

it is generally called the "retardation effect",

(b) cornmpression loading of the con,,pression-tensile loadings cycle causing'V

acceleration of crack growth, and this is called the "acceleration effect";

(c) compress ion loading' of the compression-tensile loadings cycle causing the

slow down of retardation effect caused by tensile overload , and this is calledr the

"un load ing effect",



The aforementioned effects are as shown in Fig, 1,

(a))

(b)

-V AV

Pig, 1 Sche;atic of overload effects
Key: (I) No over load,

Ignoring the retardation effect of overloading will make life predicti-,n too

conservative, thereby causing increase in the weiqht of aircraft anTJ economic

losses, However, if the acceleration effect of compression loading and the delaying

effect of compression loading on retardation a•e ignored, then it might make the

'design unsafe, Therefore, in the recent ten years pE:,ple have given consioeraule

attention to tihe computation of crack growth life under variable loadi7ngs and

conducted a larce quantity of research work and tests through which many models

taking load interaction into account have been proposed, But since the elements of

load interaction are e::.:<treImrely cor,,ple'< and m',any mechanisrms are still unc lea••

various models often i-ust rely upon specific tests and base on their respective

assumptions, thus r,,ak ing therm all have their own limitations.I

THis pape"r conducts a comprehensive review of the representative load inter-

action rmodels proposed in various countries in over ten y!eat's in order to seek

effective and feasible r,-tethods for enginteering applicationmTs.

11, Conparison of Various Models Taking Load Interaction Into Accountt

In early 70's, Wheelerti 3, Ui]lenborgC2 ano- Elberr32 propos--d crack gr;owth

models taking over load retardation into account on after anotherNumero-us ,,difiei

and new models have been developed on this Dasis, Now the more representative load

interaction moidels from various countries are tabulat..d and compar&J, See Table I ,
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Table 1 Cro'parison of Load Inter'action Models
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Key: (I) Model name; (2) Principle diagram ; (3) Characteristic paramf-,Ir, of
model; (4) Primary computation equation; 1(5) Strong and weak pr-iints; (6: Retar--
dation coeFficient; (7) Surface stress; (8) Surface strain; (9) Simple; (1l,)
Rely upon tests; (.11) NumeroIus factors not considered; (12) Retardation -2si-
dual stress; (13' No retardation; (14) No test data required; (1S) Result`-
leaning t'Yoard danger; (16) Closure parameter; (17) Clear concept: (18) Te-ts
Required to determine open stress; (19) Semi-linear; (20) Same a (21) 0'
(22) Generalized; '-23) Propo-tio•nal factor of residual stress; (24) Capable of
taking factors such as threshld value of stress intensity factor and total
retardation overload ratio: etc, into account' (25) Effective stress ampJituL.ie;
(26) Crack closure stress; ("27) Cl,:,sure factor; (28) Nurerous factors con-i-
dered; ('29) Heavy dependence upon tests; (SO) Crack type open load; (3S ) Not
relying upon tests; (32) Add overloLd; (33) More clear physical concept; (:4'
More difficult ts apply to complex lad spectrLm',; (3S) Residual stress p'0orc`•-
tion factor 0 same as; (36) Acceleration index; (37) Dimension of effective-
overload retardation region; (38) Expression sane as; (39) Capable of takinq;
the action of compression loading into account; (40) Convenient for engineeiing
applications; (41) Overload; (42)Unload; (4:3) Effective stress ratio; (44) Resi-
dual stress intensity; (45) Overload effect coefficient; (46) End overlo,:ad ratio
(47) Non-retardation overload ratio; (48) Unload factor; (49) When .,(retarda-
tion); (50) When..,(acceleration); (Si) When unloading; (52) Capable of taking
factors such as unload effect, multi-overload action, etc, into accoun .; (-S3)
Simple &quation, convenient for eigineering applications; (54) Various par--
ameters relying upon tests to be determined; (55) HRang Yuhuan model; (ESi)
Residual stress;, (57) Simple equation, quick comfputation; (S8) Improve danger
tendency of model; (59) Suitable for preliminary estimation when designing;
(60) Ho Qingzti model; (61) Minimumi value of residual str'ess; (62) Effective
coefficient of the amplitude value of stress intensity; (.63) When yielding wi-
thin small range; (64) Yang Bingxian imodel; (65) Improvem,;ent of; (66) Retarda-
tion delay not considered; (67) Retardation -delay considered; (G8) Minimunm dis-
tance of overload retardation delay; (63) Capable of taking factors such as
delay of retardation, etc, into account; (70) Yan Yuanzhang; (71) Modify: (72)
Stress condition pararmteter; (73) Sarm'e as .,where the modification of dilmension
of plastic re,3,n is; (74) When; (7S) S'!,,ame as .,where the modification of el-
lipse equation 4s; (76) Capable of taking changes of stress conditions under
spectrum loaing,

I11, Selection of Model Under Complex Spectrum Loading

The various m', odels introduced by this paper are, based on , their basic princi--

ples, classified into four miajor categories, The first category utilizes existino

residual stresses at the tip of rear crack under the action of overload as U-h9

basis and emiploys the concept of effective stress intensity factor; the seconc)
category utilizes the crack close principle as the basis and employs the changes

of crack open stiess to study various influencing factors, The model express.ion of

the first category is simpler, among which the Willenborg model at the beginning

and later on the generalized Willenboug model have obtained extensive applications

in the US, aerospace industry; its inadequacy, however, is its inability to take

core influencing factors into account, The physical concepts of the second category



are clear, among which the Matsuoka model is capable of taking myore factors into

account; but these models contain more parameters and their applications have not

oeen extensive.

In fact, it is difficult to build a model that includes every influencing

factor and models too complex are often not very practical, Some of the models

which are capable of grasping the main contradictions have been able to, within a

specific range, obtain more satistactory results, Therefore, aiming at research sub-

jects and selecting suitable models is the first major step in the work of predict-

ing crack growth life,

1. Selection principle of model

The selection principle of models under compiex spectrum, loading can be clas-

sified into the following three items: first, the model must be able to take over-

load delay, compressioni loading and its coupling effect into account; second, the

model should utilize linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) as the basis, ie. the

crack growth phenomenon should regard strass intensity factor range AK a5 U-te

characteristic amount; third, the rm•odel should utilize test data of crack growth

under equi-amplitude loading and avoid lergthy computation as much as possible in

order to allow for convenient engineering applica'ions,

2, Computation accuracy and cost-effectiveness

In can he seen frori, the cor,,parison in Table 1 that various models have theiir

own specific range, Selecting reasonable model aim ing at specific conditions is the

chief prerequisite for obtaining comoutation accuracy, In addition, the cum,,ulative

computati.on method for crack growth also directly affects computation accuracy,

There are nurwerous numerical computation methods for crack growth and d•e t", lihi- r

tztions on space, they will not be discussed in this paper, Only a brief introduc-

tion ot the corm-,parison between computation results oif several models and tests is

iiade here, see Table 2 (selected frormi References [9), 110) and £14)),

It can be seen from, Table 2 that the computation results of mcudel (5) tend to

Le unsafe becaube the effects of negative loading are not considered, whereas the

computation accuracy has been improved for several other models which take the

effects of negative loading into consideratio-,n,



.Table 2 Comparison of tests and analyses of crack growth under
spectrum loading

(2) (3)

*we KIM* N,. (cycles)

ON Nr(cycrc) (5) (5J N (5) (5)

_______ (6) .U($) 1E(o) IM(io)

14-41 I 110 :213110 168720 1370 1865
. a-A_(0.84) (0.44) (0.18) (0.45)

C-82 (6) *fA 74085 532 5700 537
a-A (6)A-A(0.26) (-0.00) (-0.63) (-0.08)

m, 131888 '1316 60020 8101
k'-'s (6) A--C (0.38) (-0.04) (0.0") (-0.04)

S(7) .SOIL_62_74 's_ 2___
27)9 UMo (1.25) (0.14). (-o.o&)"

(o.74)* (0.10: (0.l*O (o.0,)z

MO (. (0.22) (0.20)
(10). S"KIt ISS

Key: (1) Test item nJber; (2) Type of-spectrtxi loading;
K3) Test life; (4) Analytical estimated life; (.5) Model:
(6) Fighter; (7) Cargo plane m ixed spectrum; ($) Average;
09) Standard deviation, (10) Average value of I.- test iteris:
(.11) Average value of 6 test items,

Certainly, ,obtaining corinput.ation accuracy is often c:ntrad•ct.,,ry to cost and

UTis requires that a choice be made between the demands of the' two, Take simple

spectrum (eg. the not nonrobvi':,us ground-air-ground cycle) or random spectrLsf, for

example, sometimes using the linear culmulative method or the root mean square

teU-,od which do not take the effects of loading sequence into a' count can not only

obtain better corpitation results but also save computer time; whereas for coiplex

spectrum, with greater changes in spectrLm, type, the effects of loading sEquence

Friust be considered,

IV, Conclusions

Base: on the aformoentine ,,del selection principle, the autl-or believes

that the ir,',proved generalized Willenborg ,,c.ie 1, i.e. the W4illenborg/C:hang r;,,:.3el



not only takes v&rious effects into accouiat btt also allow for convenient appli-

cations which provides an effective method for engineering, In general, those

models which were proposed by scholars of cur country and introduced in this

paper have all made reasonable improvetent-a on the basis of models proposed by

their predecessors, These models are sitFple, do not require large amount of test

sata, easy to use and have better practical values,

Presently, the idea of damage tolerance design is davelcoping rapidly in ,:r

country and the analysis of crack growth under spectruL& loading is one of the

important contents of dar, age tolerance design, Judged from, the needs of engineer-

ing practices, furhter Lunderstanding the mechanisrms of load interaction th,'o,)jh

tests and studies in order to search for crack growth models that are high per-

formfance and convenient to applications is a, task worth paying attention to.
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